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Match the following Traffic signals to their names.
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No parking

No Horn

Rail Road crossing

U Turn

Zebra Crossing

School Ahead
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Write True or False to the given statements.02

1. You should not play with match sticks.

2 . You should touch electric gadgets with
wet hands

3. You should play with broken toys.

4 . You should not run on the road.

5 . You should not use floaters in the
swimming pool.

6 . We must run accross the road while
crossing it

7 . It is safe to put your fingers into into
plug points.

8. We must wear seat belt while travelling
in a car.

9 . We should put our hands or head out of
a moving vehicle.

10. We must never play on a terrace of
rooftop.
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Here are some common things you may have at home.
Circle the things that cause you harm.03

Iron

Toaster

Ball

Medicines

Knife

Toys left on
the carpet

Needles

Candle
burning
near a
curtain

Book

First-Aid box
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04 Fill in the blanks.

We should be careful while walking in 
the bathroom when the floor is               .

A               should be used to sharpen pencils.

Never touch electrical appliances if your hands are
               .

Pedestrians should cross the road only at
               crossing.

While walking on a road, one should 
always walk                  side of road.

Vehicles should begin moving when the signal turns
                .

We should not play with               objects.
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05 Give One Word.

The red traffic light 
indicates

The immediate help given to 
an injured person.

Balm or lotion that kills 
germs. 

The yellow-traffic light 
indicates. 

Area on road marked with 
black and white lines.

Path used to walk
on road. 

The green traffic light 
indicates
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